
Embedded Linux Conference Europe

I It’s more than just ELC-E
I Together with LinuxCon Europe and CloudOpen Europe
I Also U-Boot Mini-Summit and Tracing Mini-Summit
I Followed by GStreamer Conference and Linux Plumbers
I ... but I only attended ELC-E and LinuxCon E

I 10-12 parallel sessions (of which 3 embedded)

I 10 keynote speeches but not very interesting

I Closing game

I made notes on https://mindlinux.wordpress.com/



Evaluation of Real-time Performance in Embedded Linux

By Hiraku Toyooka Slides

I didn’t attend this session

I Preemptive kernel makes it come close to real-time

I Full preemption (i.e. RT patch) still needed to get good
worst-case latency

I Tips for real-time:
I Use an accurate clock
I Use sched_setscheduler or pthread_attr_setschedparam

or chrt program to set FIFO scheduling class
I Use mlockall and explicit zero-initialization to prevent page

faults
I Pin RT tasks to a CPU to prevent migration
I Pin non-RT IRQs and other tasks to a different CPU to

prevent interaction

I No mention of Xenomai or RTNet

http://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/toyooka_LCE2014_v4_0.pdf


Case Study: Building a high quality video pipleine using
gsteamer and V4Linux on an i.MX6

By Sean Hudson Slides

Title says what it’s about. Lessons learned:
I Use development kits before the hardware is ready; buy

enough because they’ll break.
I Bayer formats of sensors are an issue: so many possible that

not all are supported by the camera peripheral. i.MX6 is
particularly bad because it only supports 1 format.

I Hardware acceleration is nice, but data transfers easily
become the bottleneck.

I Freescale provides custom GStreamer elements to use the
hardware acceleration. Works great if used like in the
examples, but easily looses zerocopy if used differently.
Fortunately you have the source.

I NEON doesn’t help as much as expected because it stalls the
CPU.

I GPGPU (e.g. with OpenCL) isn’t as easy to use, again
because of data transfers.

http://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/2014 - ELCE - Sean Hudson - Case Study - Building a High Quality Video Pipeline Using GStreamer and V4Linux on an i.MX6_.pdf


Btrfs: Current status and future prospect

By Satoru Takeuchi Slides

I didn’t attend this session
High-level introduction to btrfs, but the LWN article is better.

http://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/Btrfs_Current status_and_future_prospects_0.pdf
https://lwn.net/Articles/576276/


Tutorial: Getting Started with Coccinelle

By Julia Lawall, Inria Slides

Coccinelle is a tool that does syntax-aware ’grep’ and ’sed’ of C
code.
Julia uses it a lot to detect bugs in the kernel, to fix them, and to
make API changes.
The tool can easily be used in other contexts as well. Only, the
generated code uses kernel whitespace conventions.
spatch files are like diffs, but with fuzzy matching. See the
examples in the slides.

http://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/part1.pdf


BoFs: What are the Technical Issues on Linux For IoT

By Shinsuke Kato, Panasonic & Bryant Eastham, Panasonic

I IoT has been a hype without reality for a long time, but now
it’s coming.

I No longer a way of controlling things, rather a way of
gathering data.

I Security is a real concern. The situation is dire, but it seems
that it won’t change until major accidents happen.

I Security is a system-level aspect, more than a single device.
E.g. room full of IoT lamps → one jeopardized lamp device
should not contaminate the rest.

I Controversial statement: no major shift in available
power/performance in the devices is expected.

I Does it make sense to make Linux small? Currently embedded
DRAM not large enough for Linux, and smallest external
DRAM is 32MB. → Chicken-and-egg problem.



Introduction to Skia, a modern 2D graphics library

By Eduardo Lima Slides

I Used by Chrome

I Works on Android and PC.

I Main focus: pixel-accurate rendering on screen and PDF
(identical)

I Screen rendering uses OpenGL

I Why do we need yet another 2D graphics library next to
Cairo, QPainter, OpenGL?

http://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/skia-elce-slides.pdf


USB and the real world

By Alan Ott Slides

Getting the best performance out of USB devices (when you
control both ends)

I Full Speed 12Mbps, High Speed 480Mbps

I Big protocol stack, but very consistent. E.g.
http://www.usbmadesimple.co.uk/ is only 7 pages.

I Alan did experiments on how to optimize USB throughput for
a custom gadget. Main conclusions:

I Use the asynchronous API so hardware stays active all the time
I Transfers should be large. However, USB is message based, so

it’s convenient to use the message boundaries you have for the
higher-level message boundaries.

I For full-speed devices, a hub can hide some of the latency (it
translates high-speed to full-speed).

I Avoid the ACM (USB serial) protocol: convenient on a high
level (just a ’pipe’), but it uses small packets because of the
tty layer is very bad.

http://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/elce_2014_usb.pdf


Keynotes

Linux: Where Are We Going - Dirk Hohndel & Linus Torvalds
See https://mindlinux.wordpress.com/2014/10/15/linux-where-
are-we-going-dirk-hohndel-chief-linux-and-open-source-
technologist-intel-and-linus-torvalds-fellow-the-linux-foundation/
Kernel developer panel - Grant Likely, Borislav Petkov, Thomas
Gleixner, Julia Lawall, Frederic Weisbecker; moderated by Jon
Corbet
See https://mindlinux.wordpress.com/2014/10/15/kernel-
developer-panel-grant-likely-linaro-borislav-petkov-suse-thomas-
gleixner-linutronix-gmbh-julia-lawall-inria-frederic-weisbecker-red-
hat-and-jon-corbet-lwn-net-moderator/



Ftrace Kernel Hooks: More Than Just Tracing
By Steven Rostedt
This was a very technical session

I ftrace interface is dead simple
I mount -t debugfs debugfs /sys/kernel/debug
I echo function > /sys/kernel/debug/tracing/current_

tracer
I cat /sys/kernel/debug/tracing/trace (This will never

finish :-)
I ftrace uses run-time modification of the kernel code to

minimize overhead
I standard -pg option of gcc is used to add something at

function entry
I function call inserted by gcc is replaced by NOP, and address

is recorded in a symbol table
I runtime replacement is done using hardware breakpoints to

ensure atomicity
I trampolines are needed to make it possible to remove the

trace again without breaking
I filters can be optimized by instantiating specialised trace

functions



Stateless systems, Factory Reset, Golden Master Systems
and systemd

By Lennart Poettering Text Slides

The ideas from this talk are only partly implemented.
I This stuff is reinvented all the time. Lennart wants to do it

generically, using systemd.
I ”Layered” system with fixed OS in /usr, configuration in

/etc, state in /var.
I Stateless = /var (and /etc) is tmpfs
I Factory reset = delete /etc
I Need to be able to regenerate /var and /etc. systemd can

do that with tmpfiles and sysusers.
I dbus and pam still nees stuff in /etc. For these, stuff is

copied in from /usr/share/factory.
I This approach also makes it possible to do real atomic

updates, by cloning /usr and modifying. Needs btrfs to
eliminate copies, and ConditionsNeedsUpdate to reinitialize
/etc.

I Package manager is still relevant to create the golden image.

http://0pointer.net/blog/projects/stateless.html
http://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/linuxconeurope2014.pdf


Software Update in Embedded Systems

By Stefano Babic Slides

I Don’t reinvent the update wheel all the time.

I Assumes whole-image upgrade

I Bound to U-Boot, but flexible enough to implement other
bootloader backends

I Single image for multiple devices, device selects which part it
needs.

I Transport of the image (http, read from USB stick, ...) is not
included, but API is provided. Does have an embedded
webserver (mongoose).

I Currently only ”rescue image” scenario, ”double buffer”
scenario to be implemented.

I lua scripting for extensibility

https://github.com/sbabic/swupdate

http://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/SoftwareUpdateForEmbedded.pdf


12 Lessons Learnt in Boot Time Reduction

By Andrew Murray Slides

I didn’t attend this session

I Focus on I/O (but don’t trust filesystem benchmarks

I Use compression but check if it doesn’t slow things down

I Look at the bootloader and userspace, not just the kernel

I Make sure that boot time reduction isn’t removed later, so
make sure you don’t remove development features

I Use printk, perf, oprofile, strace, bootchart

I Provide some useful functionality already before the system is
booted

http://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/12 Lessons Learnt in Boot Time Reduction.pdf


Systemd for Embedded Linux - Challenges and
Opportunities

By Michael Olbrich Slides

I didn’t attend this session
Arguments for systemd in embedded systems

I Reliability: it can restart failed services, e.g. The Application

I Easy to have on-demand services, e.g. ssh only in
development, socket activation

I Journald is a much better catch-all logging implementation

I networkd, kdbus are for the future

http://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/OSELAS.Presentation-Embedded-Systemd.pdf


Cut power consumption by 5x without losing performance:
a big.LITTLE software strategy

By Klaas van Gend Slides

I didn’t attend this session

I A small Cortex-A7 is an order of magnitude more
power-efficient than an A15, at a factor performance cost.

I Parallelizing over A7s reduces power significantly

I Kernel can’t easily predict on which processor to run tasks

I → pass information, e.g. deadline scheduler

http://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/Cut-Powerconsumption-by-5x-v4.pdf


ACPI And Device Trees - Friends Or Foes?

By Rafael J. Wysocki Slides

I didn’t attend this session

I ACPI and device tree do the same thing: describe hardware

I ACPI was missing a way to specify property values, e.g. for
the ”compatible” in DT; was added in ACPI 5.1 (Device
Specific Data)

I Linux has different APIs to get information from ACPI and
DT.
Now there is a device_property_read_* API that unifies
them.

http://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/ACPI_vs_DT.pdf


devicetree: kernel internals and practical troubleshooting
By Frank Rowand Slides

I didn’t attend this session

I device tree source is flattenned into a device tree blob

I kernel expands it again into a tree, accessed with of_*

functions

I MACHINE_ID matching is replaced by top-level ”model” DT
node
Multiple matches possible

I Slides contain interesting stuff about device initcalls and
driver binding, but I couldn’t understand it.
Takeaway: device creation and driver binding may be
interleaved.

I initcalls are split into 7 stages with *_initcall

Use initcall_debug on cmdline.

I Deferred probe: probe function returns -EPROBE_DEFER to
signal missing resource.

http://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/dt_internals_0.pdf


Buildroot: a deep dive into the core

By Thomas Petazzoni Slides

I didn’t attend this session

I Many many details of how the buildroot Makefiles work

I Is now the Buildroot design document

http://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/petazzoni-dive-into-buildroot-core.pdf


Secure and flexible boot with U-Boot bootloader

By Marek Vaut Slides

I didn’t attend this session

I Make sure your HW resets the boot media when the processor
resets

I Avoid booting from NAND - NOR is more reliable
I fitImage is replacement for uImage

I Complicated multi-part images possible
I DTS-like description
I strong checksums and signing possible
I multiple configurations (e.g. different DTs) in one image
I Can also contain firmware images to be loaded to e.g. FPGA

I UBI/UBIFS doesn’t support MLC completely reliably (yet)!

http://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/elce-2014.pdf


Network Queuing is all wet

By Stephen Hemminger Slides

I didn’t attend this session
It’s about bufferbloat
Slides are unfortunately not stand-alone

http://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/Bufferbloat_0.pdf


Tame the USB gadgets talkative beast
By Krzysztof Opasiak Slides

I didn’t attend this session
To create gadget device ”drivers” in userspace, you have to use

I functionfs to implement the actual function (Open epXX files
and read/write to them)
→ Use Async I/O, cfr. Alan Ott’s talk

I configfs to describe the functions
I Write global metadata (e.g. VID/PID) to

/sys/kernel/config/usb_gadget
I Combine in-kernel with functionfs functions
I Create multiple configurations
I Everything with mkdir, ln -s and cat
I But a lot of ordering rules and magic numbers

→ libusbg helper library
I New feature: load from config file instead of declaring structs

in C
I New tool: gt to access libusbg from command line
I gadgetd: same concept for the functionfs - WIP

http://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/Tame_the_USB_gadgets_takative_beast_Opasiak_Krzysztof_0.pdf


Linux kernel tinification

By Josh Triplett Slides

I didn’t attend this session

I Kernel used to fit on a floppy in 2.6.8 days

I tinyconfig = absolute minimum size kernel

I 3.17 tinyconfig = 1048K; 3.0 tinyconfig = 860K

I But this has no useful functionality (net, fs, ELF)!

I scripts/bloat-o-meter to compare sizes per symbol in
vmlinux images

I Reduce size of structs (remove redundant data)

I Only define data (struct members) if it’s actually used in this
config

I Add new configs, e.g. to remove syscalls

I LTO - but not yet reliable enough

See http://tiny.wiki.kernel.org

http://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/tiny.pdf

